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THE BRIEF	  
We need to invest in research and its application and embed science and technology within architecture. We 
need to study the organisational, performative and transformative qualities of matter and its effect onto the 
social, technological and environmental milieu. 
 
The exponential growth of the construction industry requires a more active and informed approach 
to technological innovation. “Lean efficiency” should become a synonym of good design and find new spiritual, 
cultural and social meaning. The next generation of buildings will be created from the innovation in material 
science, manufacturing techniques and digital tools that can simulate the physical behaviour of structures and 
their thermo-fluid environment.  
 
This year, Intermediate unit 7 will studies the spaces contemporary production. 
The contemporary workplaces are in flux. They are being re-modelled to accommodate changing demands and 
give way to new typological hybrids. The introduction of automation, and new manufacturing processes as well 
as the need for knowledge exchange and social interaction are changing today's workplace. 
 
"Traditional industries within Western cities are becoming less visible and less viable. Meanwhile there is a 
boom in hot-desk-filled dynamic workspaces that take their cues from tech giants. Flexible working and working 
from home are becoming not just optional but enforced elements of middle-class office jobs as employers try to 
innovate while cutting costs. At best we are  seeing a revolution in the meaning of work - a blurring of lines 
between the domestic and the professional that echoes feminist critiques of labour. But at worst workers find 
themselves in spartan, dehumanising wastelands, barred from keeping a picture of  their child on their desk in 
the name of agile working in offices which spatialise the insecurity of the workers they house. Where is the role 
of architecture in this battleground?" (Patricia Brown, AR) 

 
References to the 20th Century's industrial architecture and office typologies will be made to explore and 
question the qualities of the contemporary workplace. These are the arenas where contemporary labour takes 
place: the corporate headquarters of the technological companies, the factories of material and immaterial 
production will be our field of investigation.  Whereas the Modern functionalism sought for repetition and 
homogeneity, we will look for a contemporary heterogeneous environment.  Performative design and 
productivity are closely connected. With this in mind, we aim to translate ‘productive’ architecture into a new 
aesthetic, one that engages performative characteristics with cultural value, and as a consequence becomes a 
vehicle for local economic regeneration. 
 
The Unit will develop organisational systems through the production of computational protocols and physical 
prototypes. We will search for patterns, networks, discretization strategies and space-filling algorithms. We will 
build functional prototypes as a mean to explore this relationship between structure, material system, spatial 
qualities and organisation. 
The projects will be created in a “Workshop” environment. Ideas will be tested physically with prototypes to 
corroborate virtual simulations with physical experiments. Visits will be held both in design offices and fabricator 
factories to research new materials and technologies that are being introduced in the construction industry, so 
that these can be appropriated and developed by the students. 
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UNIT EXPECTATION 
Intermediate Unit 7 aims at producing adaptable and performative systems for the contemporary workplace. 
Students will be encouraged to forge an individual critical position toward the relationship between the 
contemporary workplace (being a factory, an office, a co-working space, a data centre), the workforce and the 
performative envelope. In particular, students will develop organizational and material systems through which 
they will study the relationship between building technology, architectural and engineering performances.  
In the context of a rapidly changing productive landscape, new office and building types are emerging: we will 
question what is the role of architecture in the contemporary productive landscape. 
How can the pre-fabrication of building component or modular construction systems redefine the contemporary 
workplace? How can material systems be employed for both internal and external fitting strategies? 
How can such typologies in the contemporary urban environment be re-thought and designed by architects? 
The introduction of pre-fabrication and standardisation in the 20th century offered a fertile substrate for the 
development of the modern mass-production; what are the new technologies that can shape the contemporary 
workplace? 

APPLIED RESEARCH 
In the world of Formula-1, teams strive to develop new technologies that in time steer the development of the 
wider mass-produced automotive industry. Similarly, our aim is to drive fundamental and necessary changes in 
architecture through the research and development of cutting-edge technologies within prototypical projects. 
The Unit focuses on the notion of applied research, treating architecture as a problem of organization: 
geometric, material, structural, environmental, and performative aspects come together within a systematic 
design methodology. The unit develops computational and material protocols which help us to analytically 
tackle the objectives of the set brief.  
Our goal is to create a new generation of designers capable of a paradigm shift in which ‘form follows 
performance’. Through the development of a repertoire of working prototypes, the unit seeks to spur the 
construction industry on to create new resilient and sustainable spatial conditions within the built environment. 
We will develop a methodology and a philosophy to design within practice, which will arm students with the 
conceptual framework and rigour to address every specific scenario.  
 
THE WORKPLACE 
This year Intermediate Unit 7 will focus its research on the contemporary 'factories'. 
 
"The contemporary workplaces are in flux. The world is in the grip of a new industrial revolution, which is 
evolving faster than we can predict. The convergence of a powerful creative economic sector with the growing 
software and telecoms sector is generating much of London’s economic growth. Work seeping out from offices 
to permeate our entire city, influencing its landscape and impacting on daily life. The ‘new industrialists’ are 
shaping the capital’s economic geography, too, with the commercial core nudging ever eastwards. 
The city is losing an average of 88 hectares of industrial land every year and the need for housing will increase 
pressure further".  (Patricia Brown, AR) 
 
Workplaces are being re-modelled to accommodate changing demands and give way to new typological 
hybrids. The introduction of automation and new manufacturing processes are defining new relationship 
between production, the work forces, the built environment and the city. This social and technological shift calls 
for more efficient, environmentally and socially sustainable 'factories' where the architectural fabric negotiates 
between robotic automation and human activities. 
 
 
The corporate offices are designed to maximize productivity through social interaction and knowledge 
exchange. Technological start-ups establish their urban headquarters within the existing fabric of the city. 
Converted warehouse, retro-fitted infrastructure and new office towers accommodate the new workplaces. 
The need for faster connectivity and distributed storage facilities, however, demand for efficient technological 
envelopes distributed within and throughout the city. 
 
The contemporary offices, increasingly managed like hotels, are set to provide a high level of experience for 
their “guests". Informal office arrangements as well as co-working spaces reflect the dynamism of the new 
working landscape where the space is shared and the knowledge constantly exchanged. Managed to foster 
communities and promote business exchange, the new office spaces reflect the dynamism of the contemporary 
urban dweller. 
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THE ENVELOPE 
In line with our research on material organisations and the middle ground between architecture and 
engineering, this year Intermediate Unit 7 will study the building envelope. 
Possibly the oldest and most primitive architectural element, the envelope embodies the separation, the edge 
between inside and outside, the natural and the artificial, it demarcates the boundaries between two different 
spheres of control: the private and the public property. The building envelope controls the internal environment 
and marks the border, the edge, the boundary of an architectural interiority. In this sense, we will seek for a 
heterogeneous interiority by means of a differentiated envelope.  
The continuous variations of building components allow for the actualization of a truly responsive, differentiated 
spatial condition. Whereas traditional office architecture sought for homogeneous spaces, where 
undifferentiated fields provided a homogeneous environment; a new type of heterogeneous space is emerging: 
one that seek for difference -in kind and in degree- and that can no longer, or not only, be described by its 
extensive characteristics but rather experienced through its intensive quality: visual porosity, humidity, light, 
ventilation, etc. Thus it is now possible to think and design forms that, through their performative quality, are 
capable of reinventing function. Heterogeneous interiority and exteriority can be sought by means of 
differentiated envelopes. 
How does the technological envelope redefine the protocols of the contemporary 'factory'? How can material 
organisation forge a new working environment of the 21st Century? 
 
SYSTEMS 
1. a set of things working together as parts of a mechanism or an interconnecting network; a complex whole.  
    synonyms: structure, organization, order, arrangement, complex, apparatus, network; More 

administration, institution; 
informal set-up. 

2. a set of principles or procedures according to which something is done; an organised scheme or method. 
    
synonyms: 

method, methodology, technique, process, procedure, approach, practice, line, line of action, line 
of 
attack, attack, means, way, manner, mode, framework, modus operandi. 

The work of the unit is focused on the development of material systems, both organisational and performative. 
 
PERFORMANCE 
Architecture, to remain current and ‘future-proof’, needs to constantly adapt to new socio-economic and natural 
environments. The Unit pledges research and innovation as the driving force of design experimentation and 
the architectural avant-garde: for us, ‘form follows performance’. 

In recent years, the difficult economic climate and the need for a more sustainable built environment have 
narrowed the scope of performative architecture to quantitative standards and protocols. Intermediate Unit 7 will 
keep an inquisite approach to the idea of performative architecture in the pursue of a leaner and more effective 
built environment. We will search and expand the notion of performance to embrace adaptability, logistic and 
programmatic efficiency, resilience and social integration. 
 
Intermediate Unit 7 will tackle issues related to the optimal use of materials, minimizing waste, energy and 
impact on the environment. It will maximize passive methods of environmental control, creating multi-functional 
and multi-performative systems (e.g. structural skins where envelope is structure, environmental screen, form 
and cladding at the same time). We will also look at the adaptability of structures in time either through 
reconfiguration, expansion, reduction, division, transportation, active or passive actuation and through 
spontaneous or prescriptive appropriation. 
Intermediate Unit 7 is tackling environmental issues by a performance-based design methodology that will 
develop and utilize environmental form-finding tools as a strategy for the production of a new sustainable 
architecture. We will also be tackling economic issues at the heart by generating optimal designs where the 
ratio of performance to cost is maximized. In addition to environmental responsiveness, the notion of 
performative design is extended to the optimization of the relationship between time, cost and quality, taking 
into account the current economic climate. This holistic approach reduces the impact on environment and cost, 
making designs sustainable and viable within a challenging economic climate. 
 
PROTOTYPING 
Prototypes allow the simulation and study of the actual properties of a building during its design. It enables an 
assessment of its performance and a prediction of its adaptation to changing conditions over time. We will carry 
out physical tests of the structural, environmental and aesthetic properties of buildings, providing us with the 
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ability to push the boundaries of traditional methods and technologies into new and innovative ones. We will 
also explore traditional, lightweight and composite materials, thus redefining the notion of performative systems 
in architecture. Issues to be tackled will be the optimal use of materials, economy, energy and impact on the 
environment, passive methods of environmental control, and structural skins and systems. Carbon-fibre, Glass 
Reinforced Concrete, Glass Reinforced Plastic, ETFE, fabrics, brick and timber will be developed and used to 
create new hybrids. 
The unit will cover and develop digital design skills in 3 dimensional modelling, scripting, and parametric tools 
for fabrication. The unit will follow a process - from concept design right through to physical fabrication - of 
scaled prototypes or models using the latest digital fabrication techniques.  
 
SITE 
The site of the project is the 'Silicon Roundabout' or 'Tech City' in Shoreditch, London. 

"East London Tech City (also known as Tech City or Silicon Roundabout) is a technology cluster located 
in Central and East London. It broadly occupies the part of London's East End between Old Street (the 
boundary of Central and East London) and the Queen Elizabeth Olympic Park in Stratford, with its locus in 
the Shoreditch area. It is the third-largest technology start-up cluster in the world after San Francisco and New 
York City.  

The cluster initially developed without any government backing in and around the Old Street Roundabout. This 
had been a relatively run down area, north of the City of London, and has historically had much lower rents. 
Companies were encouraged into the area by the low rents after the 2008-2009 recession. There had been 
many architectural firms in the area that closed around 2009, further suppressing rents. Ironically the area 
around Old Street was not served back in 2008-2009 by fibre optic cable, but only a few hundred metres away, 
where rents were much higher in the City of London, an extensive fibre optic cable infrastructure was already in 
place. As has been claimed by many later articles, the development of the cluster was not influenced by the 
government investment at the Olympic Park, but by the location and initial low rents. This reflects the fact that 
successful technology clusters are usually market rather than government driven and are consequently cost-
conscious. 

Later, as the cluster developed, there was more support and encouragement by both local and national 
government, with the goal of creating a cluster comparable to Silicon Valley in the United 
States. Cisco, Facebook, Google, Intel and McKinsey & Company are among the companies that have invested 
in the area. City University London, London Metropolitan University, Imperial College London, Loughborough 
University and University College London are academic partners in projects based in the cluster" (Wikipedia). 
 
PORTFOLIO  
The unit portfolio will consist of: 
1- A book in A3 portrait format which will collect the research developed from day 1. Each book will consist of 
various chapters which will primarily cover the following topics: productive regions and industries; the 
contemporary campus, the factory and the warehouse; material and organisational system: the scientific paper; 
development and construction of the prototype; development of a design proposal: a new productive envelope. 
2- A1/A2 panels to highlight key detail drawings, assembly logics, recursive indexes. 
3- Physical models: from initial studies to scaled models all the way to the prototype. 
Beside the physical prototypes, the students will be encouraged to use all sort of media that best suit the 
communication of their design ideas. 
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TECHNICAL STUDIES THESIS 
Following a hands-on methodology where computation and physical protocols interchangeably shape ideas, 
each student will develop a material systems and explore their performative potentials. 
A series of seminars will be carried out where each student will empirically search for suitable materials and 
undergo a forensic investigation of their properties. The aim is to produce an 'archaeological archive' of 
materials that will function as a material sediment to the project. The material samples collected will be studied 
and embedded into the project as a technological investigation of the performative systems explored. 
The properties of the material samples will be used to address the performative capacity of the system. 
 
The TS thesis will sit at the intersection of technology, organizational systems and performance and will 
constitute the back bone of the design proposal.  
Technology, whether high-tech, low-tech or hybrid, will be at the core of the unit as well as the tools to 
understand which of these is appropriate. The unit will investigate different materials from basic principles, 
understanding their physics and properties in order to exploit them within design proposals.  
 
The result will be the development of a document where systematic research on geometry, patterns, 
organizational systems and materials will be collected. This document will help the students to develop a case 
for their research-based Technical Study thesis.  
  
The Unit programme is broken down as follows: 
Term 1 - The focus will be on two main aspects: we will explore Networks and Systems and identify 
Performances. We will explore and undertake research into organizational systems, including (amongst 
others): periodic and aperiodic patterns, tiling, linear, non-linear and recursive systems, grids. During this phase 
they will make use of a series of computational workshops that will provide the necessary support to develop a 
repertoire of viable organizational systems.  
  
Term 2 – We will develop prototypes. This can be a component part of the design or a relevant detail. 
The students will have the opportunity to visit fabricators directly and benefit from their expertise. This phase of 
the project will constitute the backbone of the Technical Study thesis. 
 
The Technical Study Thesis will consist of an extended document where geometrical, theoretical, organizational 
and structural aspects are investigated, analysed and evaluated. The document will provide evidence of the 
different iterations of the material / geometrical / performative tests developed during the year. A prototype 
(physical model) will be used to demonstrate viability of the hypotheses formulated during the research. 
 
 
SEMINARS 
During the first term we will organize a series of seminars. Distinguished guests will be invited to discuss the 
relevant historical precedents as well as the state-of-the-art in envelope technologies and office architecture.  
 
We will study how the modern modes of production and the building technology helped shaping our 
contemporary world. 
At the same time we will survey the new typologies of industrial (and post-industrial) architecture. Alongside the 
contemporary high-tech manufacturing industry, we will investigate the space of the contemporary immaterial 
industries: data centres, logistic infrastructures, storage facilities, etc. 
 
Tommaso Franzolini (Scott Brownrigg / Factory Future) will delivered two seminars focused respectively on the 
work and the legacy of Marco Zanuso and the performance-driven envelopes of contemporary data centres. 
 
Filippo Innocenti (Senior Associate ZahaHadid Architects) will present his work at ZHA for corporations' 
headquarters. 
 
Miguel Rus (Buro Happold) will be leading a series of workshops focused on computation tools. the workshops 
will be particularly focused on Networks and Systems and will help us in the development of the projects.  
 
 
UNIT TRIP 
Intermediate Unit 7 will travel to Barcelona where we will have the chance to visit world-class architectural 
practices and manufacturing companies.  
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CALENDAR: 

TERM 1: Weeks 1- 12                                                                                                            28 Sept. – 18 Dec. 
Tutorials will be held twice weekly. on Tuesday and Friday in the AA unit space.  

 

 

 
WINTER BREAK  
During the break students should compile their work of Term 1 in the format of an A3 book. The book is to be 
printed and submitted in week 2 of Term 2.  
The book is to include the initial group study of the industrial context (site / corporation / campus). 
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*A detailed schedule will be provided to students at the beginning of the terms 2 and 3. 
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UNIT STAFF 
Marco Vanucci  is founding director of OPENSYSTEMS Architecture. He studied architecture in Italy and in the UK where he 
graduated from the Architectural Association in 2004. He then worked for Zaha Hadid Architects where, among other projects, 
he was part of the design team for the new London Aquatic Centre for the Olympics 2012 and the Chanel Pavilion. He worked 
with AKTII Part Team where he found the opportunity to develop his interest for organizational and performative systems and 
the middle ground between architecture and engineering. 
At AKTII he was a member of the Parametric Applied Research Team (p.art ©) and worked on many seminal projects at the 
intersection of computational design, engineering and fabrication. Among them, he worked on the development and 
fabrication of the UK Pavilion for the 2010 Shanghai Expo, the Coca Cola pavilion for London 2012 and the Sheik Zayed 
National Museum in Abu Dhabi. 
Marco is currently Unit Master at the Architectural Association in London. He also taught Architectural Technology at KTH in 
Stockholm. Marco has taken part to several conferences and symposia ( Venice Biennale, Acadia2008, etc.) and has given 
lectures worldwide. His works have been featured in several international exhibitions in Europe and North America and he is a 
regular Guest Critic at the Architectural Association, Bartlett School, Columbia University, KTH Stockholm, Harvard GSD, ESA 
Paris and IAAC. 
 

Technical Tutor: Miguel Rus (Buro Happold) 
Seminars: Tommaso Franzolini (Scott Brownrigg), Filippo Innocenti (Zaha Hadid Architects), Wolfgang Frese (AHMM), Evan 
Greenberg (EmTech) 


